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EXPERIMENT: Throw with different sizes of basketballs 

1. ORIENTATION 

1.1. Research question: 

How do the speed and trajectory change during a throw in a basketball hoop? 

Sub question: 

How do the weight and size influence this? 

 

1.2. Hypothesis  
The speed and trajectory of the throw decreases when we increase the weight and size of the balls. 

We expect this because when the weight of something increases, the force that creates the 

movement has to increase too to obtain the same arc and velocity when the ball is in the air. 

2. PREPARATION 
2.1. Material: 

- 3 to 5 balls with a different weight (for this experiment we use balls that get                

heavier when they get bigger, so the smallest ball should be the lightest)  

- A mobile phone to film the different throws 

- A computer with the application Tracker on it 

- A basketball hoop 

- A ruler and some tape to calibrate  
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2.2.  Method:  

- Calibrate by putting 2 pieces of tape on the wall with 30 cm between them 

(vertically), make sure this calibration is visible during the entire video 

- While filming, don’t move your phone. You need a static image to use Tracker. 

- Let a pupil throw a ball into a basketball hoop, while another pupil films the 

whole throw. Make sure the whole track of the ball is on the small film for the 

Tracker application.  

- Do the same thing for the other weights. It’s best if the same pupil throws the 

balls because the strength will influence the track: the harder you throw, the 

farther the ball will get.  

 

 

3. DATA ANALYSIS and DISCUSSION 

3.1. Observations and Measurements: 

Belgian experiment (analysed by Belgian team) 
Throw with a tennis ball (60 grams) 
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vx= -7,08t+ 6,155 

Throw with a power ball (5 kilograms) 

 

vx = 2,65t + 4,89 
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throw with a volleyball (260 grams) 

 

vx= -1.495*t + 4.622 
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throw with a basketball (560 grams) (Belgian experiment)

 

vx = 3,15t + 1,2  
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vx= -8.373*t+3.638 

Professional player shot analysed by French 
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Belgian experiment (analysed by Italian team) 

 

 
Horizontal displacement of the Belgian shot: x (t) = 1,70 t + 0,124  
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Vertical displacement of the Belgian shot y= 
 

 

3.2. Discussion of Italian by Belgian team: 

Newton’s 3rd law says: F = m*a 

As we threw approximately with the same force, and the mass of the ball increases, a  

should decrease. As we don’t really see the differences in acceleration with different 

masses, we can’t say anything about our research questions. We can, however, tell  

something about the difference in speed in a throw. In these graph, it looks like the speed  

in a throw decreases. When the ball is at its highest point, v=0. From then, the speed will 

continue to increase as the 

a. Discussion by French team on Italian analysis of Belgian experiments 

y=2.63t-1.7 

y 

4. REFLECTION 

4.1. Conclusion:  

4.2. Comparison of the results of the different countries 
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4.3. Reflection: 

We think the measurements of our experiment aren’t really reliable as we can’t be 

sure that the students threw with the exact same force.  
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